compelling
storytelling
How to craft and present
authentic stories that engage and
energise audiences

“Crafting and delivering powerful stories is how people
persuade, inspire and unite those around them.
Without a compelling narrative and great delivery, even
the strongest ideas, proposals and appeals can be
undervalued or misunderstood.
Whether that's in a presentation, networking session,
video conference, internal meeting or a major pitch the ability to find and articulate a persuasive story is an
essential skill.
This training harnesses insight from psychology and
neuroscience to ensure your story connects, your
delivery sparkles and your audiences are left inspired
and energised.”

objectives of compelling storytelling
4and20Million will help you craft compelling, memorable stories for a range of different scenarios, and boost your
communication capabilities to deliver your message with confidence and clarity.
Crafting compelling stories
We teach the principles of how to craft a story that really engages an audience. We focus in on the audience
experience and their needs. We use insights from psychology to inform structure and style, and immersive
exercises to perfect your storytelling flair. This ensures that your audiences feel inspired, energised and informed
by what you have to say. As a result, your ideas will be clear and your message compelling.
Communicate with confidence
We examine how to prepare yourself to communicate with passion and energy. We share practical tips that nudge
your brain into a positive mindset to overcome nerves. We also explore how to boost your natural delivery style
and tell your story with impact.
The objective is to ensure that storytelling - in whichever environment you operate - becomes an enjoyable,
memorable experience for all.

course structure
1 x in-person full-day session*
2 x recordings of individual delivery, with personalised
feedback for future development
supporting materials for long-term support
minimum group size - 4 people

£350 + vat per person
Note: 4and20Million can provide options and costs for suitable venue hire if required.
*Course can also be delivered as 2 x half-day sessions, or virtually

“The team at 4and20Million provided the best
storytelling training I have ever experienced.
I wholeheartedly recommend them to train your team, it
is an investment you will not regret.”
Richard Bishop
Marketing Lead - Weinerberger

“4and20Million were great, I’d go as far as saying that in
terms of training sessions, it was one of the best I’ve had
in my career.
They were responsive and listened to what we said. Rather
than hitting us with loads of facts they worked with us to
develop our stories.”
Iliana Georgiou
Account Executive - Blue Chip Marketing

endorsements
for compelling
storytelling

To discuss this or any of 4and20Million’s
other courses, please contact Alex or Dan via
the details below.
We’re always more than happy to talk
through the content and answer any
questions, from logistics to how our courses
could benefit your teams.
dan@4and20million.com
07990 550 870
alex@4and20million.com
07756 900 464

